
 

Hadu Cccam Version Beta 0 128 Fixed

Changelog:-new version of ECMNDecoder plug-in for HADU (Implements ECMNDecoder::listNodes
function with support for custom nodes);-thanks to Daniel Mahic from DVBViewer, the function:

ECMNDecoder::runECMNDecoder has been updated (it now detects which kind of nodes are allowed
for the current channel). Consequently, this new function has been integrated into the

HADU_VERSION BETA-0 plug-in for a better conformity with the available hardware devices;-new
channel list with additional hints to know if a certain channel can be received or not, as well as the

correct/available ECM configuration it requires;-first step of changes to the CAID selection process (a
new function, CustomIDSelection in DVBViewer, is now called before the selection of the CAIDs in the

BETA-0 version of the HADU plug-in for DVBViewer). A new feature has been added:
ECMNDecoder::updateCurrentCAIDNow, to avoid misdecoding of the first CAID received during

HADU_VERSION BETA-0 testing for DVBViewer. (such a misdecoding would be of little use in real
conditions, but it could have damage some recording process's consistency);-the Status bar (main

window) now also display the CAID number (and the corresponding channel number if available).-The
Main Window now supports a full-screen mode. The 'Monitor' and 'Server Infos' windows can be fully
resized (by setting the FullscreenMinimumWidth and FullscreenMinimumHeight, of course, only when

you have more than 2 columns).-many small corrections about the CAID selection process in the
DVBViewer plug-in. An automatic update system has been added to the 'HADU_VERSION BETA-0'

(the plugin for HADU, release of the HADU_VERSION BETA-0 plugin for DVBViewer is also included).
All you need is to set a 'HADU_VERSION BETA-0 V1.0.1'+new file as a destination to update to.

Follow the instructions posted in the HADU_VERSION BETA-0 (link at the previous update's page).
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